Along the north flank of St. Peter's Basilica, below the Sistine Chapel, a long line forms in summer at the entrance to the northwest stairwell and the elevator to the dome. A brick wall borders the space to the north, and there, on axis with the entrance to the basilica, a large slab of travertine is mounted on the wall (Fig. 1 ). The stone slab is distinctive. It is rectangular in shape and is mounted on a vertical axis (Figs. 2, 3 ). It measures roughly 155 cm. x 120 x 15.5 cm., and within a broad framing perimeter bevelled at the edge, sculpted moldings step ever more deeply into the surface of the stone. At the center, a large ornamental bee rises in three dimensions to a height exceeding that of the outer frame. It is a Barberini bee, the heraldic symbol of Pope Urban VIII.
The outer contours of the block are irregular, having been chipped and damaged over time. Though the stone is worn, the carving is fine, suggesting that it is an elegant vestige of an earlier ensemble.
Entering the basilica, one progresses upward through the stair and the dome to the lantern. There one can survey all of Rome (Fig. 4 ). The view to the east follows the nave of the basilica to Mussolini's Via della Concilazione stretching down to the walled banks of the Tiber. Beyond the river, cupolas mark the center of Rome. In spring 1641, the French draftsman Israel Silvestre recorded the same prospect with ink and wash. The earlier view provides a striking comparison (Fig. 5 ). Silvestre's drawing, composed of three large sheets assembled horizontally, gives a panorama of the Borgo to the east, the papal palace, Sistine chapel and Belvedere Court to the north, and, most prominently, the nave of St. Peter's and the ill-fated bell tower Gianlorenzo Bernini built above the south flank of the facade from 1638 to 1641. We see the tower here with two stories complete, the scaffolding in place for the mezzanine level that would support the crowning finial.'
The drawing by Silvestre and the bell tower it preserves were the subject of a detailed article published by Henry Millon in 1962.-Millon revealed the secrets of the drawing by reading in close detail, peeling back the layers of visual evidence and placing them in historical context. His acute observations and the slow accretion of historical fact allowed for a precise dating of the sheet itself, but also led to essential revisions in the history of St.
Peter's square and Bernini's bell tower. The essay is emblematic of Millon's gifts as a teacher and scholar and is one of many contributions in a career that has had St. Peter's as its constant touchstone. In this brief note I return to his subject, and in emulation of his method try to tease out a story from a fragment. Anyone who has worked on the site of St. Peter's, in its archives and under its vaults, knows that building takes place there under very careful watch and that materials are rarely wasted. The bell tower visible in Silvestre's drawing is a case in point. The tower had a brief life. Commissioned by Pope Urban VIII Barberini (1623-44), the tower rose in three stories: the first trabeated, the second arched, the third a columnar mezzanine topped by a pyramidal finial. The tower stood for just six years (1641-46). Urban Vlll's successor. Pope Innocent X (1644-55 ), judged the tower unsound because of faulty ground beneath the southeast corner of the basilica. He ordered the tower dismantled and its carefully dismembered parts lay atop the southern portion of the nave awaiting re- 
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building from 1647 until 1653. The new project envisioned never came to pass, and the materials from the tower were either sold off to other projects in the city or reused elsewhere on the site of St. Peter's.
One finds columns from the tower in the porches of the twin churches in the Piazza del Popolo, colonnettes in the lantern of S. Agnese, and travertine blocks in the porch of S. Maria in Trastevere. On the site of St. Peter's, angels from the towers reappear in the side aisles of the basilica, and Ionic capitals from the third level in the sacristy. Every so often St. Peter's yields up a new puzzle: an abandoned stair, a foundation stone, a block of travertine with a bee on it. Given the nature of building at the Vatican, the unusual continuity of staff and administrative habits, one assumes that the sudden appearance of a piece of sculpted stone can be explained, that with careful looking and a bit of persistence one can recover a history.
In fact, the rectangular slab of travertine that today marks the tourist entrance to the dome of St. Peter's had a previous life. It started out as a block quarried in Monte Rotondo or Tivoli, and was brought to the site of St.
Peter's by boat on the Tiber. Its graceful moldings and prominent bee were designed by Bernini and carved to his specifications in October 1639 by Lorenzo Flori or Balsimello Balsimelli. The documents survive in the Archives of the Reverenda Fabbrica.' Here one learns that the stone was originally cut for the first level of the bell tower, where it was one of several ornamental coffers suspended between the architraves that form the trabeated openings (Figs. 6, 7). Coffers adorned with bees, large and small, were flanked by stones bearing other Barberini and papal heraldry: suns, laurel wreaths, crossed keys, papal mitres and stoles. The blocks varied in size, and the one that adorns the brick wall along the north flank of the basilica is described as "piccolo" or "small," measuring 5 2/3 .\ 3 1/3 palmi. For a rough sense of the original effect of the ensemble one has only to enter the narthe.x of St. Peter's. In his design for the first level of the tower, Bernini was alluding to Maderno's main facade and the paired columns flanking the entrances and supporting architraves from which coffers are suspended (Fig. 8 ). The carved moldings and open fields supporting prominent heraldic symbols are also consistent with the panels that adorn the underside of the balconies at the windows of the Benediction Loggia (Fig. 9 ). Like the bell tower, these balconies include panels bearing papal mitres and stoles. Though it was located far above the piazza, at over double the height of these balconies, Bernini took great pains to integrate the vocabulary of his tower design with that of the preexisting facade.
When the tower was dismantled under Urban VllFs successor. Innocent X, bees were no longer desirable. The rebuilt tower would bear the Pamphili family heraldry: doves with olive branches and fleurs-de-lys. As members of the Barberini family were sent into exile, the bees scattered: Urban VIll's relatives sought refuge in France and the stones adorned with bees disappeared.
But nothing at St. Peter's strays very far, and with persistence one finds further answers. In 1994 a structural problem presented itself in the basilica beneath the southeastern corner of the nave. The polychrome marble floor Bernini had laid for Jubilee 1650 was shifting in the area just in front of the Baptistry Chapel and serious cracks had developed. Three centuries earlier, shifts in the unstable soil beneath this same portion of the basilica had caused the failure of Bernini's bell tower. Stonemasons were called in to pull up the marble and stabilize the situation.
To understand the fate of the stone slab one must tap the institutional history and oral memory of St. Peter's.
Within the Fabbrica of St. Peter's jobs were, until recently, hereditary. Workers often spent their lives on the site. Jobs handed down from generation to generation guaranteed continuity of care and ensured that the institutional He learned to tend St. Peter's in myriad ways and when his father retired he became the last of a dynasty of bell ringers. The e.xtent of his lineage is suggested by eighteenth-century graffiti found in the north bell tower of St. Peter's, reading "Borzoni." Alberto De Luca. a stonemason in his sixties, takes pride in his knowledge of the history of the basilica where he has spent his life. De Luca offered to explain the sudden appearance of the stone -but not before he had asked a battery of questions of his own and had satisfied himself that the questioner was worthy of his attention.
De Luca was one of the stonemasons working to repair the marble floor in front of the Baptistry. There they found the travertine slab. It seems that after the destruction of the bell tower, the coffers from the first level, or at least those bearing Barberini bees, were quickly reused, face down, as fodera or lining for the slabs of more precious marble laid on the basilica floor for Jubilee 1650. The date of the discovery of the slab is recorded by a roundel with the arms of the current pope, which was placed in the marble floor after the repair was complete ( Fig. 10) . It bears the date: 1994. The travertine stone adorned with the bee was cleaned up and later mounted on the wall where it hangs today, probably for Jubilee 2000.
Like a moth to flame or a bee to its hive, scholars who have worked on St. Peter's feel compelled to return. And the great basilica is notoriously parsimonious with her own materials. One scholar has estimated that there are over 10.000 bees in the city of Rome. Since Jubilee 2000 there is one more. The irregular perimeter of the travertine slab bespeaks its life beneath the marble floor of St. Peter's, but the grace of its carving recalls an earlier moment and the extraordinary refinement of Bernini's bell tower design. -Per rintaglio di n. Ire para di chiave in tre riquadramenti delle facciate larghe I'uno palmi 6 2/3 larg. palmi 2 5/6 con suoi cordon i. et fiocchi 24 -Per numero due regni con sue stole in 2 riquadramenti delle facciate larghe a ? I'uno palmi 4 5/6 larg. palmi 2 5/6 7 -Per due rami di lauri in due altri riquadramenti de vani piccoli ? l"uno palmi 5 2/3 larg. palmi 3 1/3 con un'ape palmi 1 3/4. .14 -Per un sole in un altro de detti vani palmi 3 3/4 larg. palmi 3 1/3.. 
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